**FRAME / collection**

**WHITE powder-coated extruded aluminium profile, RAL 9010 or dove color RAL 1019.**
**Transparent PMMA diffuser, satin finished on top and bottom edges.**
**Fixing element in carved solid aluminium, row finish in single, double and corner version.**

**Strip LED 20W/m 24V.**

**Available 4000°K / Disponibile 4000°K**
**Dimmerable LED driver available / Disponibile LED driver dimmerabile**

**itama**

**WWW.SCANGIFT.COM**
White powder-coated extruded aluminium profile, RAL 9010 or dove color RAL 1019. Transparent PMMA diffuser, satin finished on top and bottom edges. Fixing element in carved solid aluminium, row finish in single, double and corner version. Strip LED 20W/m 24V.

material: aluminium and PMMA
light source: LED 220-240V
120V for NORTH AMERICA

colors:
- white / bianco
  - RAL 9010
- dove / tortora
  - RAL 1019

equipment:
- **AP 30**
  - 6W LED 2700°K lm720
- **AP 60**
  - 12W LED 2700°K lm1440
- **AP 90**
  - 18W LED 2700°K lm2160
- **SO 30L**
  - 6W LED 2700°K lm720
- **SO 60L**
  - 12W LED 2700°K lm1440
- **SO 90L**
  - 18W LED 2700°K lm2160
- **SO 120L / COMPO 30x30**
  - 24W LED 2700°K lm2880
- **COMPO 30x60**
  - 36W LED 2700°K lm4320
- **COMPO 30x90 / COMPO 60x60**
  - 48W LED 2700°K lm5760
- **COMPO 30x120**
  - 60W LED 2700°K lm7200
- **COMPO 90x90**
  - 72W LED 2700°K lm8640
- **COMPO 120x120**
  - 96W LED 2700°K lm11520

LED COLOR TEMPERATURE:
- Standard 2700°K
- On request 3000°K
- On request 4000°K

symbols:
- ADA
- P 20
Signs and drawings made of light. The linear LED light-source is the soul of this range: quality of light, minimal size and modularity. The extruded aluminium profile which contains the light-source is both a decorative and a structural element. The light is filtered by an opal PMMA profile that illuminates the underside of the fixture, giving the impression that the light beam is levitating. The different lengths of profile and the flexibility of the joining blocks make this range modular and easy to personalize.
FRAME

COMPO 30x120 suspension

dimensions
W 36 x L 126 x H 7 cm

color
dove 1019
50 90L
suspension
dimensions
L 96 x H 7 cm
color
white 9010
FRAME

COMPO MIX 30x180
suspension
dimensions
W 36 x L 195 x H 7 cm
color
dove 1019
The flexibility of FRAME is possible thanks to carved solid aluminium fixing elements, available as end caps, double joints for lines, and corners. To get the Compo Mix 30x180, as per photo, you need six corner elements and two end caps, which allow both to hang the composition and to fix the extruded aluminium profiles.

**FRAME**

**COMPO MIX 30x180**
suspension

dimensions
W 36 x L 195 x H 7 cm

color
dove 1019

**WWW.SCANGIFT.COM**
The flexibility of FRAME is possible thanks to carved solid aluminium fixing elements, available as end caps, double joints for lines, and corners. To get the Compo Mix 30x180, as per photo, you need six corner elements and two end caps, which allow both to hang the composition and to fix the extruded aluminium profiles.

COMPO MIX 30x180
suspension
dimensions
W 36 x L 195 x H 7 cm
color
dove 1019
FRAME
FRAME

AP 30
wall lamp
dimensions
W 36 x H 7 x DPT 8 cm
color
dove 1019

FRAME is also available as a wall sconce in three different sizes. It can be mounted with the light source facing downwards or upwards and in both versions the distance from the wall is minimal.

 FRAME è disponibile anche nella versione a parete in tre diverse dimensioni. Può essere montata con la sorgente luminosa rivolta verso il basso o verso l’alto e in entrambe le versioni la sporgenza rispetto alla superficie del muro è minima.
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 FRAME

AP 60
wall lamp
dimensions
W 66 x H 7 x DPT 8 cm
color
white 9010

[En] > FRAME is also available as a wall sconce in three different sizes. It can be mounted with the light source facing downwards or upwards and in both versions the distance from the wall is minimal.

[It] > FRAME è disponibile anche nella versione a parete in tre diverse dimensioni. Può essere montata con la sorgente luminosa rivolta verso il basso o verso l’alto e in entrambe le versioni la sporgenza rispetto alla superficie del muro è minima.
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